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EXPONENTIAL DYNAMICAL LOCALIZATION:
CRITERION AND APPLICATIONS
LINRUI GE, JIANGONG YOU, AND QI ZHOU
Abstract. We give a criterion for exponential dynamical localization
in expectation (EDL) for ergodic families of operators acting on `2pZdq.
As applications, we prove EDL for a class of quasi-periodic long-range
operators on `2pZdq.
1. Introduction
Localization of particles and waves in disordered media is one of the most
intriguing phenomena in solid-state physics. Date back to 1958, Anderson
[5] firstly used a tight-binding model of an electron in a disordered lattice to
explain the physical phenomenon that anomalously long relaxation times of
electron spins in doped semiconductors. Since that ground breaking work,
physicists found Anderson’s discovery plays an important role in the quan-
tization of Hall conductance [2, 37, 55], in the emerging subject of optical
crystals [31], e.t.c. One may consult [52] for more about the history of the
localization theory.
The mathematical models of the above problems appear often as ergodic
families of Schro¨dinger operators. Let pΩ, dµ, Sq be a measurable space
with a Borel probability measure, equipped with an ergodic family of maps
S “ tSn, n P Zdu from Ω to Ω such that Sm`n “ SmSn. A measurable
family pHωqωPΩ of bounded linear self-adjoint operators on `2pZdq is called
ergodic if HSnω “ TnHωT´n where Tn is the translation in Zd by the vector
n. Motivated by physical backgrounds, in the past sixty years, localiza-
tion property of ergodic families of operators pHωqωPΩ has been extensively
studied. There are several different mathematical definitions for localization
from weak sense to strong sense. The weakest one is Anderson localization
(AL): Hω is said to display Anderson localization for a.e. ω, if Hω has pure
point spectrum with exponentially decaying eigenfunctions for a.e. ω. How-
ever, in physics, localization often means dynamical localization (DL), i.e.,
the wave-packets under the Schro¨dinger time evolution eitHω keep localized
if the initial wave-packet is localized. One generally accepted definition of
DL is the following: for any q ą 0,
(1.1) sup
t
ÿ
nPZ
p1` |n|qq|xδn, e´itHωδ0y| ă Cpωq ă 8.
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When considering an ergodic family operators pHωqωPΩ, the above defined
DL often holds only for a full measure of ω, moreover Cpωq is not uniform in
ω. So it is natural to consider the dynamical localization in expectation. The
strongest dynamical localization is the exponential localization in expectation
(EDL) [2, 44, 45]:
(1.2)
ż
Ω
sup
tPR
|xδk, e´itHωδ`y|dµ ď Ce´γ|k´`|,
where
γpHq :“ lim inf
nÑ8 p´
1
|n| ln
ż
Ω
sup
tPR
|xδn, e´itHωδ0y|dµq
is defined as the exponential decay rate in expectation [44, 45]. This quantity
is useful since it is obviously connected to the minimal inverse correlation
length. As pointed out in [2, 44], EDL leads to various interesting physical
conclusions, for example, the exponential decay of the two-point function at
the ground state and positive temperatures with correlation length staying
uniformly bounded as temperature goes to zero. Moreover, it is indeed EDL
that is often implicitly assumed as manifesting localization in physics litera-
ture. That makes it particularly interesting to establish EDL for physically
relevant models.
Dynamical localization has already been well studied for the random cases
[1, 3, 4, 27, 51]. So we will focus our attention on the quasi-periodic models,
which even have stronger backgrounds in physics [14, 56]. As pointed out in
[34], establishing dynamical localization in the quasi-periodic case requires
approaches that are quite different from that of the random case (which
usually use Aizenman-Molchanov’s fractional moments method [3]). So far,
there are few EDL results for one dimensional quasi-periodic Schro¨dinger
operators and there is no EDL result for higher dimensional quasi-periodic
Schro¨dinger operators. In this paper, we will provide a general criterion for
EDL by information of eigenfunctions and apply it to some popular quasi-
periodic models. More applications to other quasiperiodic models will be
given in our forthcoming paper. Hopefully, the criterion can also be used to
deal with other ergodic Schro¨dinger operators.
Date back to 1980s, the most studied quasiperiodic models have the fol-
lowing form:
(1.3) pLV,λW,α,θuqn “
ÿ
kPZd
Vkun´k ` λW pθ ` xn, αyqun,
where α P Td is the frequency, Vk P C is the Fourier coefficient of a real
analytic function V : Td Ñ R, W is a continuous function defined on T. It
is an ergodic self-adjoint operator which is defined on `2pZdq. There are two
fundamental results when considering the localization property of LV,λW,α,θ.
Inspired by pioneer work of Fro¨hlich-Spencer-Wittwer [33] and Sinai [61],
Chulaevsky-Dinaburg [24] proved that if W is a cosine-like function, then
for any fixed phase θ, and for positive measure α, LV,λW,α,θ has AL for
3sufficiently large coupling constant λ. Bourgain [15] generalized this result
to arbitrary real analytic function W .
If W pθq “ 2 cosp2piθq, then (1.3) reduces to the famous quasiperiodic
long-range operators:
(1.4) pLV,λ,α,θuqn “
ÿ
kPZd
Vkun´k ` 2λ cospθ ` xn, αyqun.
The operator (1.4) has received a lot of attention [10, 12, 13, 21] since it is
the Aubry duality of the general one dimensional quasiperiodic Schro¨dinger
operator
(1.5) pHλ´1V,α,θuqn “ un`1 ` un´1 ` λ´1V pθ1 ` nα1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , θd ` nαdqun,
and thus (1.4) carries enormous information of (1.5) [23, 35].
If furthermore V pθq “ 2 cosp2piθq, then (1.4) reduces to the most famous
almost Mathieu operator (AMO):
(1.6) pHλ,α,θuqn “ un`1 ` un´1 ` 2λ cospθ ` nαqun,
The AMO was first introduced by Peierls [57], as a model for an electron
on a 2D lattice, acted on by a homogeneous magnetic field [38, 59]. This
model has been extensively studied not only because of its importance in
physics [14, 56], but also as a fascinating mathematical object. More detailed
property of AMO will be discussed separately in Subsection 1.3.
1.1. EDL for quasi-periodic long-range operators. Considering (1.4),
if d “ 1, Bourgain-Jitomirskaya [21] proved that for any fixed Diophantine
number α1, LV,λ,α,θ has DL for sufficiently large λ and a.e. θ. This result is
non-perturbative in the sense that the largeness of λ doesn’t depend on the
Diophantine constant of α.
If d ě 2, Jitomirskaya and Kachkovskiy [44] proved that for fixed α P DCd,
LV,λ,α,θ has pure point spectrum for large enough λ and a.e. θ. Compared to
the one dimensional result, here one can only obtain the perturbative result,
i.e., the largeness of λ depends on α.
We remark that Jitomirskaya-Kachkovskiy’s result [44] are based on Elias-
son’s full measure reducibility results [29] where the cocycles are full measure
reducible only in Cω topology. By Aubry duality, although all the eigenfunc-
tions decay exponentially, they don’t have uniform decay. That’s the reason
why they could only obtain pure point spectrum instead of AL. What we
will prove is, under the exact same setting as in [44], the family of operator
pLV,λ,α,θqθPT not only displays AL but also EDL. Now we precisely formulate
our result.
1 α P Td is called Diophantine, denoted by α P DCdpκ1, τq, if there exist κ1 ą 0 and
τ ą d´ 1 such that
(1.7) DCdpκ1, τq :“
"
α P Td : inf
jPZ |xn, αy ´ j| ą
κ1
|n|τ , @ n P Z
dzt0u
*
.
Let DCd :“ Ťκ1ą0, τąd´1 DCdpκ1, τq.
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Recall that for a bounded analytic (possibly matrix valued) function F de-
fined on tθ||=θ| ă hu, let |F |h “ sup|=θ|ăh }F pθq}, and denote by Cωh pTd, ˚q
the set of all these ˚-valued functions (˚ will usually denote R, slp2,Rq
SLp2,Rq). Denote CωpTd,Rq by the union Yhą0Cωh pTd,Rq.
Theorem 1.1. If α P DCd, h ą 0, V P Cωh pTd,Rq. Then for any ε ą 0,
there exists λ0pα, V, d, εq, such that LV,λ,α,θ has EDL with γpLq ě 2piph´ εq
if λ ą λ0.
Remark 1.1. To the best knowledge of the authors, Theorem 1.1 gives the
first dynamical localization type result for multidimensional quasi-periodic
operators.
Remark 1.2. If d “ 1, the result we get is non-perturbative, see Corollary
7.1.
1.2. EDL for quasi-periodic Schro¨dinger operators on `2pZdq. If we
take V “ řdi“1 2 cos 2pixi, (1.3) is reduced to quasi-periodic Schro¨dinger
operators on `2pZdq:
(1.8) HλW,α,θ “ ∆` λW pθ ` xn, αyqδnn1 ,
where ∆ is the usual Laplacian on Zd lattice.
If d “ 1, Eliasson [30] proved that for any fixed Diophantine frequency,
HλW,α,θ has pure point for a.e. θ and large enough λ. Bourgain and Goldstein
[17] proved that in the positive Lyapunov exponent regime, for any fixed
phase, HλW,α,θ has AL for a.e. Diophantine frequency. Klein [50] generalized
the results in [17] to more general Gevrey potentials.
If d “ 2, Bourgain, Goldstein and Schlag [18] proved that for any fixed θ,
HλW,α,θ has AL for sufficiently large λ and a positive Lebesgue measure set
of α. As a matter of fact, Bougain-Godstein-Schlag’s method [18] works for
more complicated potential W of the form
W pn1, n2q “ wpθ1 ` n1α1, θ2 ` n2α2q
where w is a real analytic function on T2 which is non-constant on any
horizontal or vertical line. Later, Bourgain [16] generalize the result [18] to
the case d ě 3.
However, even the weakest dynamical localization result of (1.8) is not
known. In this paper, we will establish the first EDL result for a family of
multidimentional quasi-periodic Schro¨dinger operator:
Theorem 1.2. For α P DCd and any ε ą 0, there exists λ0pα, d, εq, such
that if λ ą λ0, then
(1.9) Lλ,α,θ “ ∆` 2λ cospθ ` xn, αyqδnn1 ,
has EDL with exponential decay rate in expectation γpLq ě p1´ εq lnλ.
51.3. EDL for Almost Mathieu Operators. Theorem 1.2 established
EDL for Lλ,α,θ with large coupling constant λ. When d “ 1, (1.9) re-
duces the famous almost Mathieu operators Hλ,α,θ. In this case EDL can
be proved for |λ| ą 1:
Theorem 1.3. Let α P DC1, |λ| ą 1, then almost Mathieu operators Hλ,α,θ
has EDL with exponential decay rate in expectation γpHq “ ln |λ|.
We briefly review the localization type results for AMO, if α P DC1,
Jitomirskaya [42] proved that if λ ą 1 then Hλ,α,θ has AL for θ P Θ. Jit-
omirskaya and Liu [48] proved sharp transition in the arithmetics of phase
between localization and singular continuous spectrum. What’s remarkable
is that they uncover a reflective-hierarchy structure for quasi-periodic eigen-
functions. If βpαq ą 0, Avila and Jitomirskaya [9] proved that for λ ą e 16β9 ,
Hλ,α,θ has AL for θ P Θ. Here, βpαq is defined as
βpαq :“ lim sup
nÑ8
ln qn`1
qn
,
where pnqn is the n-th continued fraction convergent of α. Recently, based on
quantitative almost reducibility and Aubry duality, Avila, You and Zhou
[12] solved the measure version of Jitomirskaya’s conjecture [41] on sharp
phase transitions of AMO, and showed that if λ ą eβ, then Hλ,α,θ has AL
for a.e. θ. The arithmetic version was solved in [47], moreover, the universal
hierarchical structure of the eigenfunction was explored in [47].
More recently, for any fixed Diophantine frequency, Jitomirskaya and Liu
[48] proved sharp transition in the arithmetics of phase between localiza-
tion and singular continuous spectrum. More importantly, they uncover a
new type of hierarchy for quasi-periodic operators which is called reflective-
hierarchy structure. We mention that a complete characterization of eigen-
functions is also given in [47] which is crucial for proof of EDL in [45].
However, the dynamical localization results are more restricted to Dio-
phantine frequency. Jitomirskaya-Last [46] proved that for λ ą 152 , then
Hλ,α,θ has semi-uniformly dynamical localization (SUDL) for a.e. θ:
sup
tPR
|xδn, e´itHθδ`y| ď C˜θ,e|`|e´γ˜|n´`|.
Germinet and Jitomirskaya showed in [34] that for λ ą 1, it has strong
dynamical localization in expectation:
(1.10)
ż
Ω
sup
t
ÿ
nPZ
p1` |n|qq|xδn, e´itHθδ0y|dθ ă 8.
Jitomirskaya and Kru¨ger [44] improved the above results by proving that
AMO in fact has EDL for λ ą 1. However, there is no good characteri-
zation of the exponential decay rate in expectation in [44], recently, based
on the localization method developed in [48], Jitomirskaya, Kru¨ger and Liu
[45] proved that actually γpHq “ ln |λ|. Theorem 1.3 would be seen as an
alternative proof of their result by different method, in fact by reducibility
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method as in [12]. We emphasize that what Jitomirskaya, Kru¨ger and Liu
[45] obtained is stronger, they are also able to prove
lim sup
nÑ8
p´ 1|n| ln
ż
Ω
sup
tPR
|xδn, e´itHωδ0y|dµq “ ln |λ|
based on their fundamental work [48]. This result is surprising and has not
been established for any ergodic models. We wonder whether this is also a
general phenomenon.
1.4. Criterion of EDL. We will develop a general criterion of EDL for
ergodic families of operators acting on `2pZdq, the above results are actually
concrete applications of the criterion.
We first review several developments in localization theory during the past
years which inspired our main ideas. By RAGE theorem [26], DL implies
pure point spectrum, but not vice versa, for example, one can consult the
counterexample of Rio-Jitomirskaya-Last-Simon [60]. Note AL means Hω
has a complete set of normalized eigenvectors tuω,mu8m“1 obeying
(1.11) |uω,mpnq| ď Cω,me´γ|n´nω,m|,
where γ ą 0, Cω,m ą 0, and nω,m P Zd are called the centers of localization.
Counterexample in [60] shows that AL is a-priori not strong enough to re-
strict the long time dynamics of the system. The main shortage in (1.11)
is the total freedom given to the constants Cω,m. Indeed, as explained in
[60], If Cω,m are allowed to arbitrarily grow in m, then, in fact, the eigen-
vectors can be extended over arbitrarily large length scales, possibly leading
to transport arbitrarily close to the ballistic motion. Thus, to get DL, one
should specify the dependence of Cω,m on nω,m and ω.
Sometimes, better control for Cω,m is avaliable. The breakthrough still
belongs to [60], they give more information on the localized eigenfunctions,
and first establish the correspondence between eigenfunctions localization
and dynamical localization type result. The condition they give is called
semiuniformly localized eigenvectors (SULE): for each  ą 0, there is Cω,
such that
(1.12) |uω,mpnq| ď Cω,e|nω,m|e´γ|n´nω,m|,
i.e., the constant Cω,m has subexponential growth in the localization center
nω,m. They proved that SULE imply SUDL [60], which means the better
control of Cω,m as given in (1.12) does imply DL.
In many cases, the eigenfunctions of Hω have even better control than
the one given in (1.12) for most of ω. To prove EDL, which is the strongest,
we do require finer structure of the eigenfunctions of Hω. However, in our
criterion, we are more concentrated on the structure of the eigenfunctions.
To this stage, we introduce the following concept:
7Figure 1. pγ, `, Cpωq, C|`|pωqq-good eigenfunction
Definition 1.1. For any γ ą 0, ` P Zd, Cpωq ą 0, 0 ă C|`|pωq ă 1, a
normalized eigenfunction2 uωpnq is said to be pγ, `, Cpωq, C|`|pωqq-good, if
|upnq| ď Cpωqpe´γ|n| ` C|`|pωqe´γ|n``|q
for any n P Zd.(Figure 1)
Remark 1.3. Note that Cpωq is to normalize uωpnq, C|`|pωq is to measure
the deviation.
It is obvious that every exponentially decay eigenfunction is pγ, `, Cpωq, C|`|pωqq-
good for some pγ, `, Cpωq, C|`|pωqq. We remark that the constants pγ, `, Cpωq, C|`|pωqq
are not uniform in ω, and the eigenfunction is well localized if p`, C|`|pωqq is
small and γ is large. We will prove that Hω has EDL if each Hω has one
sufficiently good eigenfunction for majority of ω.
Before giving the precise criterion, we first introduce a concept called
ergodic covariant family which is a modification of the concept of covariant
family with many eigenfunctions defined in [43]. As proved by Bourgain
and Jitomirskaya [21], every ergodic family of self-adjoint bounded operators
with a.e. pure point spectrum has a covariant spectral representation, i.e.,
there exist Borel measurable functions Epωq : Ω Ñ R and upωq : Ω Ñ `2pZdq
so that Hωupωq “ Epωqupωq and the functions tT´kupSkωq, k P Zdu form
an orthonormal basis for `2pZdq for almost all ω. It is pointed out in [21]
that covariant spectral representation have been obtained constructively for
Schro¨dinger operators with Markov potentials and quasi-periodic potentials
at large coupling [54, 61], a combination of the result in [32, 35, 36] shows
that such a measurable representation always exists. Inspired by [21] and
[43], we have the following very natural definition.
Definition 1.2. pHωqωPΩ is called an ergodic covariant family if pHωqωPΩ
is ergodic and there exists a Borel measurable function
Epωq : Ω Ñ R,
2We say uωpnq is normalized if řn |uωpnq|2 “ 1.
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and a normalized vector value function (not necessarily to be measurable)
upωq : Ω Ñ `2pZdq,
such that Hωupωq “ Epωqupωq and tT´kupSkωq, k P Zdu are orthonormal.
Note that the ergodic covariant family is weaker than covariant spectral
representation, because we don’t a-priori assume that the eigenfunctions
are complete and upωq is measurable. It is also weaker than the concept of
covariant family with many eigenfunctions, since we allow the operator to
have multiple eigenvalues. Moreover, it is easy to see that pHωqωPΩ form an
ergodic covariant family if Hω has p.p. for a.e. ω. In fact, one can prove
that the inverse is also true. i.e. if pHωqωPΩ is an ergodic covariant family,
then Hω has p.p. for a.e. ω.
Theorem 1.4. Suppose that pHωqωPΩ is an ergodic covariant family. Then
pHωqωPΩ displays EDL with γpHq ě γ if the following hold
(1) there exist Ωi Õ Ω 3, such that for any ω P Ωi, upωq is a pγ, `, Ci, Ci,mq-
good eigenfunction for some |`| “ m ă ni,
(2) upωq : Ω Ñ `2pZdq is measurable,
(3)
8ÿ
i“1
C2i p1` sup
m
Ci,me
γmqµpΩci´1q ă 8.
Remark 1.4. Theorem 1.4 is also motivated by Avila-You-Zhou [12], where
they establish a new criterion (Propostion 4.1) for AL.
Remark 1.5. From our proof, one will see condition (1) is sufficient for
proving AL, and the ideas of the proof of AL partially come from [12] and
[43].
Finally, we remark that Jitomirskaya and her coauthors [44, 45] had de-
veloped a method to prove EDL, and the key of their approach is to exploit
the orthogonality of the uω,m when estimating
ř
nω,m“n |uω,mp`q|2. As reader
can see, their method is completely different from us. We emphasize that
the criterion in Theorem 1.4 applies to general ergodic family of operators.
In this paper, we only give its applications to quasi-periodic Schro¨dinger
operators.
3We say Ωi Õ Ω in the sense that Ωi Ă Ωi`1 and µpYiΩiq “ 1
91.5. Plan of the proof. Our approach is from the perspective of dynamical
systems, and is based on quantitative almost reducibility (c.f. section 2.3).
The philosophy is that nice quantitative almost reducibility would imply
nice spectral applications. This approach, which started from the pioneer
work of Eliasson [29], has been proved to be very fruitful [10, 11, 12, 13, 53].
In our case, we will first prove Theorem 1.4 which can be viewed as a
generalization of the criterion for Anderson localization in [12]. Second, we
apply the criterion to quasi-periodic models. For this purpose, we need a
good control of Cpωq, C|`|pωq and l for upωq. The control will be given by
Aubry duality and the quantitative almost reducibility of the dual cocycles.
More precisely, we need to analyze the behavior of the dual Schro¨dinger
cocycles with Diophantine rotation numbers. We know, in this case, the
cocycles are reducible to a constant cocycle with elliptic eigenvalues. The
key point is to prove the exponentially decay of the off-diagonal element of
the constant matrix and fine structure of the transformations. Furthermore,
to get the optimal decay rate of the eigenfunctions, we need a strong al-
most reducibility result, i.e. the cocycle is almost reducible in a fixed band,
moreover, we need the band arbitrary close to the initial band.
We mention that the KAM method only works for the local regime. In or-
der to pass it to the global regime, we need Avila’s global theory of analytic
SLp2,Rq-cocycles [6]. Moreover, in order to have a uniform control on the
conjugacies with respect to subcritical energy, we shall perform some com-
pactness argument, the key still follows from Avila’s global theory: openness
of the subcritical cocycle and openness of almost reducibility.
2. Preliminaries
Recall slp2,Rq is the set of 2ˆ 2 matrices of the formˆ
x y ` z
y ´ z ´x
˙
where x, y, z P R. It is isomorphic to sup1, 1q, the group of matrices of the
form ˆ
it ν
ν¯ ´it
˙
with t P R, ν P C. The isomorphism between slp2,Rq and sup1, 1q is given
by B ÑMBM´1 where
M “ 1
2i
ˆ
1 ´i
1 i
˙
.
Direct calculation shows that
M
ˆ
x y ` z
y ´ z ´x
˙
M´1 “
ˆ
iz x´ iy
x` iy ´iz
˙
.
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2.1. Continued Fraction Expansion. Let α P p0, 1qzQ, a0 :“ 0 and α0 :“
α. Inductively, for k ě 1, we define
ak :“ rα´1k´1s, αk “ α´1k1 ´ ak.
Let p0 :“ 0, p1 :“ 1, q0 :“ 1, q1 :“ a1. We define inductively pk :“
akpk´1 ` pk´2, qk :“ akqk´1 ` qk´2. Then qn are the denominators of the
best rational approximations of α since we have }kα} ě }qn´1α} for all k
satisfying @1 ď k ă qn, and
1
2qn`1
ď }qnα}R{Z ď 1qn`1 .
2.2. Quasi-periodic cocycles. Given A P CωpTd, SLp2,Cqq and rationally
independent α P Rd, we define the quasi-periodic cocycle pα,Aq:
pα,Aq :
#
Td ˆ C2 Ñ Td ˆ C2
px, vq ÞÑ px` α,Apxq ¨ vq .
The iterates of pα,Aq are of the form pα,Aqn “ pnα,Anq, where
Anpxq :“
"
Apx` pn´ 1qαq ¨ ¨ ¨Apx` αqApxq, n ě 0
A´1px` nαqA´1px` pn` 1qαq ¨ ¨ ¨A´1px´ αq, n ă 0 .
The Lyapunov exponent is defined by Lpα,Aq :“ lim
nÑ8
1
n
ż
Td
ln }Anpxq}dx.
The cocycle pα,Aq is uniformly hyperbolic if, for every x P Td, there exists
a continuous splitting C2 “ Espxq ‘ Eupxq such that for every n ě 0,
|Anpxq v| ď Ce´cn|v|, v P Espxq,
|Anpxq´1v| ď Ce´cn|v|, v P Eupx` nαq,
for some constants C, c ą 0. This splitting is invariant by the dynamics, i.e.,
ApxqE˚pxq “ E˚px` αq, ˚ “ “s” or “u”, @ x P Td.
Assume that A P CpTd,SLp2,Rqq is homotopic to the identity. It induces
the projective skew-product FA : Td ˆ S1 Ñ Td ˆ S1 with
FApx,wq :“
ˆ
x` α, Apxq ¨ w|Apxq ¨ w|
˙
,
which is also homotopic to the identity. Thus we can lift FA to a maprFA : Td ˆ RÑ Td ˆ R of the form rFApx, yq “ px` α, y ` ψxpyqq, where for
every x P Td, ψx is Z-periodic. The map ψ : Td ˆ T Ñ R is called a lift of
A. Let µ be any probability measure on Td ˆ R which is invariant by rFA,
and whose projection on the first coordinate is given by Lebesgue measure.
The number
ρpα,Aq :“
ż
TdˆR
ψxpyq dµpx, yq mod Z
depends neither on the lift ψ nor on the measure µ, and is called the fibered
rotation number of pα,Aq (see [39, 49] for more details).
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Given θ P Td, let Rθ :“
ˆ
cos 2piθ ´ sin 2piθ
sin 2piθ cos 2piθ
˙
. If A : Td Ñ PSLp2,Rq
is homotopic to θ ÞÑ R xn,θy
2
for some n P Zd, then we call n the degree of
A and denote it by degA. The fibered rotation number is invariant under
real conjugacies which are homotopic to the identity. More generally, if
pα,A1q is conjugated to pα,A2q, i.e., Bp¨ ` αq´1A1p¨qBp¨q “ A2p¨q, for some
B : Td Ñ PSLp2,Rq with degB “ n, then
(2.1) ρpα,A1q “ ρpα,A2q ` xn, αy
2
.
A typical example is given by the so-called Schro¨dinger cocycles pα, SVE q,
with
SVE p¨q :“
ˆ
E ´ V p¨q ´1
1 0
˙
, E P R.
Those cocycles were introduced because it is equivalent to the eigenvalue
equationHV,α,θu “ Eu. Indeed, any formal solution u “ punqnPZ ofHV,α,θu “
Eu satisfies ˆ
un`1
un
˙
“ SVE pθ ` nαq
ˆ
un
un´1
˙
, @ n P Z.
The spectral properties of HV,α,θ and the dynamics of pα, SVE q are closely
related by the well-known fact: E P ΣV,α if and only if pα, SVE q is not uni-
formly hyperbolic. Throughout the paper, we will denote LpEq “ Lpα, SVE q
and ρpEq “ ρpα, SVE q for short.
The cocycles pα,Aq is Cω-reducible, if it can be Cω-conjugated to a con-
stant cocycle.
2.3. Global theory of one-frequency Schro¨dinger operators. Let us
make a short review of Avila’s global theory of one frequency SLp2,Rq-
cocycles [6]. Suppose that A P CωpT, SLp2,Rqq admits a holomorphic ex-
tension to t|=z| ă hu. Then for || ă h, we define A P CωpT, SLp2,Cqq by
Ap¨q “ Ap¨` iq. The cocycles which are not uniformly hyperbolic are clas-
sified into three classed: subcritical, critical, and supercritical. In particular,
pα,Aq is said to be subcritical if there exists h ą 0 such that Lpα,Aq “ 0
for || ă h.
A cornerstone in Avila’s global theory is the “Almost Reducibility Con-
jecture” (ARC), which says that pα,Aq is almost reducible if it is sub-
critical. Recall that the cocycle pα,Aq is said to be almost reducible if
there exists h˚ ą 0, and a sequence Bn P Cωh˚pT, PSLp2, Rqq such that
B´1n pθ ` αqApθqBpθq converges to constant uniformly in |=θ| ă h˚. The
complete solution of ARC was recently given by Avila [7, 8], in the case
βpαq “ 0, it is the following:
Theorem 2.1. For α P RzQ with βpαq “ 0, and A P CωpT, SLp2,Rqq,
pα,Aq is almost reducible if it is subcritical.
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2.4. Zd-action and ergodicity. Generally speaking, an action of a group
is a formal way of interpreting the manner in which the elements of the
group correspond to transformations of some space, in a way that preserves
the structure of that space. An important and special group is Zd additive
group.
Specially, the group S “ tSn, n P Zdu, a family of measure-preserving one
to one transformations of Ω such that Sm`n “ SmSn, can be seen as a Zd-
action on Ω. The measurable dynamical system pΩ, dµ, Sq is called ergodic
if it holds that for any f P L1pΩ, dµq and for µ a.e. ω P Ω,
(2.2) lim
NÑ8
1
p2Nqd
ÿ
|n|ďN
fpSnωq “
ż
Ω
fdµ.
For more details, one can consult [58].
2.5. Aubry duality. Suppose that the quasi-periodic Schro¨dinger operator
(2.3) pHλ´1V,α,θuqn “ un`1 ` un´1 ` λ´1V pθ ` nαqxn, n P Z.
has an analytic quasi-periodic Bloch wave un “ e2piinϕψpφ ` nαq for some
ψ P CωpTd,Cq and ϕ P r0, 1q. It is easy to see that the Fourier coefficients
of ψpθq is an eigenfunction of the following long range operator:
(2.4) pLV,λ,α,θuqm “
ÿ
kPZd
Vkum´k ` 2λ cos 2pipϕ` xm,αyqum,m P Zd.
LV,λ,α,θ is called the dual operator of Hλ´1V,α,θ.
3. Criterion of EDL
In this section, we give the proof of Theorem 1.4. Denote Ekpωq “
EpSkωq, ukpωq “ T´kupSkωq and denote ukpn, ωq the n-th component of
ukpωq. Then we have
Lemma 3.1. If pHωqωPΩ is an ergodic family of operators, then Ekpωq is
an eigenvalue of Hω with eigenfunction ukpωq.
Proof. we have
HωT´kupSkωq “ T´kHSkωupSkωq “ T´kEpSkωqupSkωq “ EpSkωqT´kupSkωq,
which means that Ekpωq is an eigenvalue ofHω with eigenfunction ukpωq. 
Now by ergodicity, there exists Ω˜ with µpΩ˜q “ 1, such that for any ω P Ω˜
and the measurable set Ωi defined in Theorem 1.4,
(3.1) #tk|Skω P Ωi, |k| ď µpΩiqNu ě µ3pΩiqp2Nqd
holds for N ą N0 where N0 depends on ω and Ωi. We denote
Kγ,N,ipωq “ tk||k| ď µpΩiqN,Skω P Ωiu,
The following lemma is a quantitative description of ukpωq for k P Kγ,N,ipωq.
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Lemma 3.2. For any k P Kγ,N,ipωq and p P Zd, we haveÿ
|n´p|ďN
|ukpn, ωq|2 ě 1´ e´
γp1´µpΩiqq
2
N ,
provided that
N ą N 10 :“ maxmďnit
2ni ` 2|p| ` 2 lnCip1` Ci,mq
γp1´ µpΩiqq , pd` 1q!p
2
γp1´ µpΩiqqq
d`1u.
Proof. Note that for any k P Kγ,N,ipωq, we have Skω P Ωi, by condition (1),
upSkωq is a pγ, `, Ci, Ci,mq-good eigenfunction for some |`| “ m ă ni, since
ukpωq “ T´kupSkωq, we have
|ukpn, ωq| ď Cipe´γ|n`k| ` Ci,me´γ|n`k``|q,
thusÿ
|n´p|ěN
|ukpn, ωq|2 ď
ÿ
|n´p|ěN
Cipeγp|k|`|p|qe´γ|n´p| ` Ci,meγp|k|`|ni|`|p|qe´γ|n´p|q
ď
ÿ
jěN
jdCip1` Ci,mqeγp|k|`|ni|`|p|qe´γj
ď
ÿ
jěN
jdCip1` Ci,mqeγp|ni|`|p|qe´γp1´µpΩiqqj .
By the definition of N 10, direct computation shows for N ą N 10, we haveÿ
|n´p|ďN
|ukpn, ωq|2 ě 1´ e´
γp1´µpΩiqq
2
N ą 0,

Once we have this, we denote
Eγ,N,ipωq “ tEkpωq||k| ď µpΩiqN,Skω P Ωiu.
Eγpωq “
ď
iPN
ď
NPN
Eγ,N,ipωq.
We remark that Ekpωq might be multiple eigenvalues, since we didn’t as-
sume Empωq ‰ Enpωq for m ‰ n. However, by our assumption, all the
eigenfunctions of EpSkωq are orthonomal, which is quite useful for our fol-
lowing computations.
Let Pω∆ be the spectral projection of Hω onto the set ∆, and for any
δn P `2pZdq, it induces the spectral measure:
xPω∆δn, δny “ µδn,ωp∆q.
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For N ą maxtN0, N 10u, by the spectral theorem, (3.1) and Lemma 3.2, we
have
1
p2Nqd
ÿ
|n´p|ďN
|µδn,ωpEγpωqq| ą 1p2Nqd
ÿ
|n´p|ďN
ă PωEγ,N,ipωqδn, δn ą
ą 1p2Nqd
ÿ
|n´p|ďN
ÿ
kPKγ,N,ipωq
|ukpn, ωq|2
ą 1p2Nqd#Kγ,N,ipωqp1´ e
´ γp1´µpΩiqq
2
N q
ě µpΩiq3p1´ e´
γp1´µpΩiqq
2
N q.
Note the second inequality uses the fact that all the eigenfunctions of EpSkωq
are orthonormal. Since Eγpωq “ EγpSnωq where Sn is the measure-preserving
transformation defined in (2.2), we can rewrite the above inequalities as
1
p2Nqd
ÿ
|n|ďN
|µδp,SnωpEpSnωqq| ą µpΩiq3p1´ e´
γp1´µpΩiqq
2
N q.
Let N goes to 8, thus by ergodicity. we haveż
Ω
|µδp,ωpEγpωqq|dω ě µpΩiq3,
Let iÑ8, it follows that
(3.2)
ż
Ω
|µδp,ωpEγpωqq|dω “ 1.
Thus for µ-a.e. ω P Ω, µδp,ω “ µppδp,ω with support Eγpωq, by passing to the
countable intersection of these set of ω, we ultimately obtain a full measure
set for which Hω has pure point spectrum with eigenfunctions pukpωqqkPZd .
Since pukpωqqkPZd all decays exponentially, Hω has AL for a.e. ω.
Next we prove EDL of the ergodic covariant family pHωqωPΩ. For any
i,m P N, we inductively define
Ω0i “ tω P Ωi|upωq is a pγ, 0, Ci, Ci,0q-good eigenfunctionu,
Ωmi “tω P Ωi|ω R
m´1Ť
j“1
Ωji , upωq is a pγ, `, Ci, Ci,mq
-good eigenfunction for some |`| “ mu,
by condition (1), Ωi “
niŤ
m“0
Ωmi . Since upωq is measurable, we have tΩmi unim“0
are all measurable sets, and it is obvious that Ωm1i X Ωm2i “ H for any
m1 ‰ m2.
Now we need the following standard computation:ż
Ω
xδp, e´itHpωqδqydµpωq “
ÿ
kPZd
ż
Ω
e´itEkpωqukpp, ωqukpq, ωqdµpωq,
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thus ż
Ω
|xδp, e´itHpωqδqy|dµpωq ď
ÿ
kPZd
ż
Ω
|ukpp, ωqukpq, ωq|dµpωq.
Since tSkukPZd is a family of measure preserving transformation, we haveÿ
kPZd
ż
Ω
|ukpp, ωqukpq, ωq|dµpωq
“
ÿ
kPZd
ż
Ω
|ukpp, S´kωqukpq, S´kωq|dµpωq
“
ÿ
kPZd
ż
Ω
|u0pp´ k, ωqu0pq ´ k, ωq|dµpωq
“
ÿ
kPZd
8ÿ
i“1
ż
ΩizΩi´1
|u0pp´ k, ωqu0pq ´ k, ωq|dµpωq
“
i0ÿ
i“1
ÿ
kPZd
ż
niŤ
i“0
Ωmi zΩi´1
|u0pp´ k, ωqu0pq ´ k, ωq|dµpωq
`
ÿ
kPZd
ż
Ωci0
|u0pp´ k, ωqu0pq ´ k, ωq|dµpωq.
The second quality holds because of ukpn, S´kωq “ Tkupn, ωq “ upn´ k, ωq.
Assume i0 is the smallest integer i such that 2µpΩci q ă e´γ|p´q|, by Bessel’s
inequality, we haveÿ
kPZd
ż
Ωci0
|u0pp´ k, ωqu0pq ´ k, ωq|dµpωq ď µpΩci0q ď e´γ|p´q|.
On the other hand, by the definition of Ωmi and direct computation, one hasż
Ωmi zΩi´1
|u0pp´ k, ωqu0pq ´ k, ωq|dµpωq
ă C2i µpΩmi zΩi´1q
`
e´γp|p´k|`|q´k|q ` C2i,me´γp|p´k``|`|q´k``|q
` Ci,mpe´γp|p´k|`|q´k``|q ` e´γp|p´k``|`|q´k|qq
˘
,
where |`| “ m.
To complete the proof, we need the following simple observations:
Lemma 3.3. We have the following inequality:ÿ
kPZd
e´γp|p´k|`|q´k|q ď p2Cpγq ` d` |p´ q|qde´γ|p´q|,(3.3) ÿ
kPZd
e´γp|p´k``|`|q´k``|q ď p2Cpγq ` d` |p´ q|qde´γ|p´q|,(3.4)
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kPZd
pe´γp|p´k|`|q´k``|q ` e´γp|p´k``|`|q´k|qq
ď 2eγ|`|p2Cpγq ` d` |p´ q|qde´γ|p´q|.(3.5)
Proof. Let p “ pp1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , pdq, q “ pq1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , qdq, k “ pk1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , kdq, ` “ p`1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , `dq,
and assume that p1 ď q1, let Λ1 “ tk1 P Z|k1 ă p1u, Λ2 “ tk1 P Z|k1 ą q1u,
it is obvious that
ÿ
k1PΛ1
e´γp|p1´k1|`|q1´k1|q ď
p1ÿ
k1“´8
e´γ|q1´k1| ď Cpγqe´γ|p1´q1|,
ÿ
k1PΛ2
e´γp|p1´k1|`|q1´k1|q ď
8ÿ
k1“q1
e´γ|p1´k1| ď Cpγqe´γ|p1´q1|,
since #pΛ1 Y Λ2qc “ |p1 ´ q1 ` 1| and for k1 P pΛ1 Y Λ2qc,
|p1 ´ k1| ` |q1 ´ k1| “ |p1 ´ q1|,
we haveÿ
k1PpΛ1YΛ2qc
e´γp|p1´k1|`|q1´k1|q “
ÿ
k1PpΛ1YΛ2qc
e´γ|p1´q1| “ |p1´q1`1|e´γ|p1´q1|,
thereforeÿ
k1PZ
e´γp|p1´k1|`|q1´k1|q ď p2Cpγq ` |p1 ´ q1 ` 1|qe´γ|p1´q1|.
By the definition of l1 norm, we have
|p´ k| ` |q ´ k| “
dÿ
i“1
|pi ´ ki| ` |qi ´ ki|,
therefore
ÿ
kPZd
e´γp|p´k|`|q´k|q ď e´γ|p´q|
dź
i“1
p2Cpγq ` |pi ´ qi ` 1|q
ď p2Cpγq ` d` |p´ q|qde´γ|p´q|,
this finishes the proof of p3.3q. The proof of p3.4q is similar, we omit the
details. On the other hand, we have e´γ|p´k``| ď eγ|`|e´γ|p´k|, therefore by
p3.3q, we immediately get the proof of p3.5q. 
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By Lemma 3.3, we have
i0ÿ
i“1
ÿ
kPZd
ż
niŤ
i“0
Ωmi zΩi´1
|u0pp´ k, ωqu0pq ´ k, ωq|dµpωq
ď
i0ÿ
i“0
niÿ
m“0
C2i p1` C2i,m ` 2Ci,meγmqµpΩmi zΩi´1qp2Cpγq ` d` |p´ q|dqe´γ|p´q|
ď 2p2Cpγq ` d` |p´ q|dq
i0ÿ
i“0
C2i p1` sup
m
Ci,me
γmqµpΩci´1qe´γ|p´q|,
therefore by condition (3), it implies that
|
ż
Ω
xδp, e´itHpωqδqydµpωq| ď Cp2Cpγq ` d` |p´ q|dqe´γ|p´q|.
By the definition of γpHq, one thus has γpHq ě γ.

4. Good eigenfunctions via reducibility
In this section, we give a method for obtaining pγ, `, C,C|`|q-good eigen-
functions from the quantitative reducibility of the dual Schro¨dinger cocycles.
The key point is that we not only need quantitative estimates of the trans-
formation, but also the structure of it.
Proposition 4.1. Let α P Td, 0 ă h1 ă h, V P Cωh pTd,Rq. Assume that
ρpEq is not rational w.r.t. α and pα, Sλ´1VE q is reducible, i.e. there exist
B P Cωh1pTd, PSLp2,Rqq and A P SLp2,Rq such that
B´1pθ ` αqSλ´1VE pθqBpθq “ A “M´1exp
ˆ
it ν
ν¯ ´it
˙
M.
Moreover, assume that the conjugacy Bpθq can be written as
Bpθq “ B˜pθqR x`,θy
2
eY pθq,
with }Y }h1 ď 12 . Then the long-range operator LV,λ,α,ρpEq has a p2pih1,˘`, C,C|`|q-
good eigenfunction with
C “ 8}B˜}4h1
C|`| “ mint1, }Y }h1 ` 2|ν|}2ρpEq ´ x`, αy ´ x`0, αy}R{Z u,
where `0 “ deg B˜.
Remark 4.1. In Proposition 4.1, Diophantine condition on α is not as-
sumed.
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Proof. By the assumption, the conjugacy eY pθq is close to identity, thus it
has zero degree, and then degB “ `` deg B˜ “ `` `0. Now since pα, Sλ´1VE q
is reducible to pα,Aq, by (2.1), we have
ρpα,Aq “ ρpEq ´ x`` `0, αy
2
.
Since ρpEq is not rational w.r.t. α, we furthermore have
specA “ te2piipρpEq´ x```0,αy2 q, e´2piipρpEq´ x```0,αy2 qu.
Since A P SLp2,Rq, there exists unitary U P SLp2,Cq such that
UMAM´1U´1 “
˜
e2piipρpEq´
x```0,αy
2
q c
0 e2piip´ρpEq`
x```0,αy
2
q
¸
.
Let B1pθq “ B˜pθqR x`,θy
2
eY pθqM´1U´1 “
ˆ
b11pθq b12pθq
b21pθq b22pθq
˙
, we have
B´11 pθ ` αqSλ
´1V
E pθqB1pθq “
˜
e2piipρpEq´
x```0,αy
2
q c
0 e2piip´ρpEq`
x```0,αy
2
q
¸
.
This implies that
(4.1) b11pθq “ e2piipρpEq´
x```0,αy
2
qb21pθ ` αq,
and consequently,
pE ´ λ´1V pθqqb11pθq
“b11pθ ´ αqe´2piipρpEq´
x```0,αy
2
q ` b11pθ ` αqe2piipρpEq´
x```0,αy
2
q.
We denote z11pθq “ e´2pii x```0,θy2 b11pθq, then one has
pE ´ λ´1V pθqqz11pθq “ z11pθ ´ αqe´2piiρpEq ` z11pθ ` αqe2piiρpEq.(4.2)
Taking the Fourier transformation of (4.2), we haveÿ
kPZd
zˆ11pn´ kqVk ` 2λ cos 2pipρpEq ` xn, αyqzˆ11pnq “ λEzˆ11pnq,
i.e. tzˆ11pnq, n P Zdu is an eigenfunction of the long-range operator LV,λ,α,ρpEq.
Now we give the estimate of the eigenfunction tzˆ11pnq, n P Zdu. For
convenience, we denote
eMY pθqM´1 “MeY pθqM´1 “
ˆ
y11pθq y12pθq
y21pθq y22pθq
˙
,
U´1 “
ˆ
u11 u12
u21 u22
˙
, B˜pθqM´1 “
ˆ
b˜11pθq b˜12pθq
b˜21pθq b˜22pθq
˙
.
Then we can rewrite B1pθq as
B1pθq “ B˜pθqR x`,θy
2
eY pθqM´1U´1 “ B˜pθqM´1MR x`,θy
2
M´1MeY pθqM´1U´1.
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Direct computation shows that
z11pθq “ e´2pii
x```0,θy
2 b11pθq
“ pu11y11pθq ` u21y12pθqqb˜11pθqe´2pii
x`0,θy
2
` pu11y21pθq ` u21y22pθqqb˜12pθqe´2pii
x`0,θy
2 e´2piix`,θy.
Since }Y }h1 ď 12 , then we have
}y12}h1 , }y21}h1 ď }Y }h1 .
Consequently, one can estimate |zˆ11pnq| as
|zˆ11pnq| ď }U}}B˜}h1epi|`0|h1e´2pih1|n|
` p|u11|}y21}h1 ` |u21|}y22}h1q}B˜}h1epi|`0|h1e´2pih1|n``|.
By p4.1q and the fact that | detpB1pθqq| “ 1, one has
2}b11}L2 “ }b11}L2 ` }b21}L2 ě }B1}´1C0 ,
and then we have
}zˆ11}`2 “ }bˆ11}`2 “ }b11}L2 ě p2}B1}C0q´1.
Therefore one can further compute |zˆ11pnq| as
|zˆ11pnq|
}zˆ11}`2 ď 2}U}}B˜}h1}B1}C0e
pi|`0|h1e´2pih1|n|
` 2p|u11|}y21}h1 ` |u21|}y22}h1q}B˜}h1}B1}C0epi|`0|h1e´2pih1|n``|
ď 4}U}2}B˜}2h1epi|`0|h1e´2pih1|n|(4.3)
` 4p|u11|}y21}h1 ` |u21|}y22}h1q}U}}B˜}2h1epi|`0|h1e´2pih1|n``|.
Now we distinguish the proof into two cases:
Case 1: 2|ν|}2ρpEq´x`,αy´x`0,αy}R{Z ě 110 . In this case, since U is unitary, we
have
|zˆ11pnq|
}zˆ11}`2 ď 8}B˜}
2
h1e
pi|`0|h1e´2pih1|n| ` 8}B˜}2h1epi|`0|h1e´2pih1|n``|.
Case 2: 2|ν|}2ρpEq´x`,αy´x`0,αy}R{Z ă 110 . In this case, we need the following
result:
Lemma 4.1. Assume that
MAM´1 “ exp
ˆ
it ν
ν¯ ´it
˙
P SUp1, 1q
with spectAu “ te2piiρ, e´2piiρu, if |4νρ | ď 1 and ρt ą 0, then there exists
U P SLp2,Cq, such that
UMAM´1U´1 “
ˆ
e2piiρ 0
0 e´2piiρ
˙
,
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with
}U ´ id} ď |ν
ρ
|.
Proof. We just need to find some U P SLp2,Cq such that
U´1
ˆ
it ν
ν¯ ´it
˙
U “
ˆ
iρ 0
0 ´iρ
˙
,(4.4)
Note that (4.4) implies t2 ´ |ν|2 “ ρ2, since ρt ą 0, we have
|t` ρ| ě 2|ρ|.
One can easily check that
U “ 1b
1´ | νt`ρ |2
˜
1 νit`ρ´ν¯i
t`ρ 1
¸
will satisfy our needs. Moreover, since | 1?
1´x2 ´ 1| ď |x|2, if |x| ă 1, then
we have
}U ´ id} ď | ν
t` ρ |
2 ` 3
2
| ν
t` ρ | ď |
ν
ρ
|,
where we use the simple fact that | νt`ρ | ď 18 . 
Thus if pρpEq ´ x```0,αy2 qt ą 0, by Lemma 4.1, instead of taking U to be
unitary, one can take U P SLp2,Cq such that
UMAM´1U´1 “
˜
e2piipρpEq´
x```0,αy
2
q 0
0 e2piip´ρpEq`
x```0,αy
2
q
¸
,
with estimate }U´1 ´ id} ď 2|ν|}2ρpEq´x`,αy´x`0,αy}R{Z ă 110 , i.e.
|u12|, |u21| ď 2|ν|}2ρpEq ´ x`, αy ´ x`0, αy}R{Z .
Similarly, using the basic relation (4.3), one can estimate
|zˆ11pnq|
}zˆ11}`2 ď 8}B˜}
2
h1e
pi|`0|h1e´2pih1|n|
`8}B˜}2h1epi|`0|h1p}Y }h1 ` 2|ν|}2ρpEq ´ x`, αy ´ x`0, αy}R{Z qe
´2pih1|n``|.
Note that
B˜pθq “
n0ÿ
k“´n0
ˆ˜Bpkqe2piixk,θy `
ÿ
|k|ąn0
ˆ˜Bpkqe2piixk,θy
“ Tn0B˜ `Rn0B˜.
If n0 “ ln }B˜}h1pih1 , then
}B˜ ´ Tn0B˜}C0 “ }Rn0B˜}C0 ď
ÿ
|k|ąn0
}B˜}h1e´2pikh1 ď }B˜}C0 .
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By Rouche’s theorem, this implies that
deg B˜ “ deg Tn0B˜,
since the topological degree of Tn0B˜ can be bounded by the numbers of zeros
of a non-vanishing coordinate, hence
deg Tn0B˜ ď 2n0 “ 2 ln }B˜}h
1
pih1
which means
epi|`0|h1 ď }B˜}2h1 .
Combing this with the above two cases, we obtained that the long-range
operator LV,λ,α,ρpEq has a p2pih1, `, C, C|`|q-good eigenfunction.
If pρpEq ´ x```0,αy2 qt ă 0, one can take U 1 P SLp2,Cq such that
U 1MAM´1U 1´1 “
˜
e´2piipρpEq´
x```0,αy
2
q 0
0 e2piipρpEq´
x```0,αy
2
q
¸
,
with estimate }U 1´1 ´ id} ď 2|ν|}2ρpEq´x`,αy´x`0,αy}R{Z ă 110 .
Let B11pθq “ B˜pθqR x`,θy
2
eY pθqM´1U 1´1, then
B11pθ ` αq
´1
Sλ
´1V
E pθqB11pθq “
˜
e2piipρpEq´
x```0,αy
2
q c¯
0 e2piip´ρpEq`
x```0,αy
2
q
¸
.
Since B11pθq has the same structure and estimate as B1pθq, by similar argu-
ment as above, one can prove that the long-range operator LV,λ,α,ρpEq has a
p2pih1,´`, C,C|`|q-good eigenfunction. 
5. Quantitative almost reducibility
In section 4, we have proved that nice reducibility result of Schro¨dinger
cocycles implies the dual systems have good eigenfunctions. In this section,
we give quantitative reducibility results with desired estimates.
5.1. Local quantitative almost reducibility.
Proposition 5.1. For any 0 ă h˜ ă h, κ ą 0, κ1 ą 0, τ ą d ´ 1. Sup-
pose that α P DCdpκ1, τq, ρpα,A0ef0q P DCαpκ, τq. Then there exist B P
Cω
h˜
pTd, PSLp2,Rqq and A P SLp2,Rq satisfying
B´1pθ ` αqA0ef0pθqBpθq “ A “M´1exp
ˆ
it ν
ν¯ ´it
˙
M,
provided that }f0}h ă ˚ for some ˚ ą 0 depending on A0, κ1, τ, h, h˜, d.
In particular, there exist Y P pTd, s`p2,Rqq, ` P Zd, B˜ P Cω
h˜
pTd, PSLp2,Rqq,
such that Bpθq “ B˜pθqR x`,θy
2
eY pθq with the following estimates
(5.1) }Y }h˜ ď e´2pi|`|h˜, |ν| ď 2e´2pi|`|h˜,
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(5.2) }B˜}h˜ ă | lnκ|τκ´
2ph´h˜q
h˜ ,
(5.3) |`| ď | lnκ|
4
h´ h˜ ,
(5.4) }2ρpα,A0ef0q ´ x`, αy ´ xdeg B˜, αy}R{Z ě κ2τ |`|τ .
Remark 5.1. If A0 varies in SOp2,Rq, then ˚ can be taken uniform with
respect to A0.
Proof. We prove Proposition 5.1 by iteration. Without loss of generality, we
assume that h ă 1. Suppose that
}f0}h ď ˚ ď D0}A0}C0 p
h´ h˜
8
qC0τ ,
where D0 “ D0pκ1, τ, dq is the constant defined in Theorem 8.1. Then we can
define the sequence inductively. Let 0 “ ˚, h0 “ h, assume that we are at
the pj ` 1qth KAM step, i.e. we already construct Bj P Cωhj pTd, PSLp2,Rqq
such that
B´1j pθ ` αqA0ef0pθqBjpθq “ Ajefjpθq,
where Aj P SLp2,Rq with two eigenvalues e˘iξj and
}Bj}hj ď 
´h´h˜
4h˜
j , }fj}hj ď j
for some j ď 2j0 , then we define
hj ´ hj`1 “ h´
h`h˜
2
4j`1 , Nj “
2| ln j |
hj ´ hj`1 .
By our selection of 0, one can check that
(5.5) j ď D0}Aj}C0 phj ´ hj`1q
C0τ .
Indeed, j on the left side of the inequality decays at least super-exponentially
with j, while phj ´ hj`1qC0τ on the right side decays exponentially with j.
Note that p5.5q implies that Proposition 8.1 can be applied iteratively,
consequently one can construct
B¯j P Cωhj`1pTd, PSLp2,Rqq, Aj`1 P SLp2,Rq, fj`1 P Chj`1pTd, slp2,Rqq
such that
B¯´1j pθ ` αqAjefjpθqB¯jpθq “ Aj`1efj`1pθq.
More precisely, we can distinguish two cases:
Non-resonant case: If for any n P Zd with 0 ă |n| ď Nj , we have
}2ξj´ ă n, α ą }R{Z ě 
1
15
j ,
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then
}B¯j ´ id}hj`1 ď 
1
2
j , }fj`1}hj`1 ď 2j :“ j`1, }Aj`1 ´Aj} ď 2j .
Let Bj`1 “ BjpθqB¯jpθq, we have
B´1j`1pθ ` αqA0ef0pθqBj`1pθq “ Aj`1efj`1pθq,
with estimate
}Bj`1}hj`1 ď 2
´h´h˜
4h˜
j ď 
´h´h˜
4h˜
j`1 .
Moreover,
(5.6) degBj`1 “ degBj ,
since B¯jpθq is close to the identity.
Resonant case: If there exists nj
4 with 0 ă |nj | ď Nj such that
}2ξj´ ă nj , α ą }R{Z ă 
1
15
j ,
then B¯jpθq “ B¯1jpθqR xnj,θy
2
with estimate
}B¯j}hj`1 ď | ln j |τ 
´ hj`1
hj´hj`1
j , }B¯1j}hj`1 ă | ln j |τ .
}fj`1}hj`1 ď je´hj`1ε
´ 118τ
j :“ j`1.
Moreover, we can write
Aj`1 “M´1exp
ˆ
itj`1 νj`1
ν¯j`1 ´itj`1
˙
M
with estimate
|νj`1| ă e´2pi|nj |hj .
Let Bj`1pθq “ BjpθqB¯jpθq, then we have
B´1j`1pθ ` αqA0ef0pθqBj`1pθq “ Aj`1efj`1pθq,
with
(5.7) degBj`1 “ degBj ` deg B¯j “ degBj ` nj
}Bj`1}hj`1 ď 
´h´h˜
4h˜
j | ln j |τ 
´ hj`1
hj´hj`1
j ď 
´h´h˜
4h˜
j`1 .
The last inequality is possible since by our selection j`1 “ je´hj`1ε
´ 118τ
j .
Let `j “ degBj , by (5.6) and (5.7), one has
(5.8) |`j | “ |degBj | ď
j´1ÿ
i“0
Ni ď
j´1ÿ
i“0
2| log i|
hi ´ hi`1 ď
| log j´1|3
h´ h˜ .
4We call such nj the resonance.
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On the other hand, if φ P DCαpκ, τq, then by (5.8), we have
}2φ´ xm,αy ´ x`j , αy}R{Z
ě κp|m` `j | ` 1qτ ě
p1` |`j |q´τκ
p|m| ` 1qτ
ě 1p|m| ` 1qτ .
κph´ h˜qτ
| log j´1|3τ ,
this implies that
ρpα,Ajefj q P DCαp κph´ h˜q
τ
| log j´1|3τ , τq.(5.9)
Now we select j0 P Z to be the smallest integer j satisfying
j ď pτ, κ1, κph´ h˜q
τ
| log j´1|3τ ,
h` h˜
2
, h˜, d, Ajq,(5.10)
where  “ pτ, κ1, κ, h, h˜, d, Rq is defined in Theorem 8.1. Note that in our
iteration process, the constant matrix Aj is uniformly bounded, by the def-
inition of , one can thus select pτ, κ, κph´h˜qτ| log j´1|3τ , h`h˜2 , h˜, d, Ajq to be inde-
pendent of Aj . Therefore, by the definition of  and our selection, it follows
that
j0´1 ě D0ph´ h˜2 q
C0τ p κph´ h˜q
τ
| log j0´2|3τ q
4.
By the fact j ď 2j0 and the definition of 0, one therefore has
(5.11) 
1
2
j0´1 ě κ4,
Note that (5.10) means the condition in Theorem 8.1 is satisfied, conse-
quently, there exists Y˜ P Cω
h˜
pTd, s`p2,Rqq such that
e´Y˜ pθ`αqAj0efj0 pθqeY˜ pθq “ A “M´1exp
ˆ
it ν
ν¯ ´it
˙
M,
with estimates }Y˜ }h˜ ď 
1
2
j0
, }A´Aj0} ď j0 . Let B “ Bj0eY˜ , we have
(5.12) B´1pθ ` αqA0ef0pθqBpθq “ A “M´1exp
ˆ
it ν
ν¯ ´it
˙
M.
Now we prove that the conjugacy Bpθq can be written in the desired form
with good estimates. Indeed, let ` be the last resonance, and we may assume
that the last resonance happens at some step 0 ă j10 ă j0 ( if j10 “ j0 then
the proof would be much simpler). By the above iteration process, there
exist tB¯juj0´1j“j10´1 and tAju
j0´1
j“j10´1 such that
(5.13) B¯´1j pθ ` αqAjefjpθqB¯jpθq “ Aj`1efj`1pθq.
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If j “ j10 ´ 1, then by the selection of j10 and the iteration process, one
has B¯j10´1 “ B¯1j10´1R x`,θy2 with
}B¯1j10´1}hj10 ď | ln j10´1|
τ , }fj10}hj10 ď j10 ! e
´2pi|`|h˜.
Furthermore, we have
MAj10M
´1 “ exp
ˆ
itj
1
0 νj
1
0
ν¯j
1
0 ´itj10
˙
with estimate |νj10 | ă e´2pi|`|h˜.
For j10 ď j ď j0 ´ 1, by the iteration process, we have
}B¯j ´ id}hj`1 ď 
1
2
j , }Aj ´Aj`1} ď 2j .
Let B˜pθq “ Bj10´1pθqB¯1j10´1pθq, e
Y pθq “ B¯j10pθq ¨ ¨ ¨ B¯j0´1pθqeY˜ pθq, then Bpθq
can be written as Bpθq “ B˜pθqR x`,θy
2
eY pθq with estimates
}Y }h˜ ď C
1
2
j10
! e´2pi|`|h˜,
}A´Aj10} ď }A´Aj0} ` }Aj0 ´Aj10} ď C
1
2
j10
.
Therefore, it concludes that
|ν| ď |νj10 | ` }A´Aj10}
ď e´2pi|`|h˜ ` C 12
j10
ă 2e´2pi|`|h˜,
and then (5.1) is proved.
Moreover, by (5.11), one has
}B˜}h˜ ă 
´h´h˜
4h˜
j10´1 | ln j10´1|
τ ď | lnκ|τκ´ 2ph´h˜qh˜ ,
which proves (5.2).
To estimate the remained inequalities, we need more detailed analysis on
the resonances. Assume that there are at least two resonant steps, say the
pmi`1qth and pmi`1`1qth. At the pmi`1`1qth-step, the resonance condition
implies |ξmi`1 ´ xnmi`1 ,αy2 | ď 
1
15
mi`1 , hence |ξmi`1 | ě κ3|nmi`1 |τ . On the other
hand, according to Proposition 8.1, after the pmi` 1qth-step, |ξmi`1| ď 
1
16
mi .
Thus
(5.14) |nmi`1 | ě ´
1
18τ
mi |nmi |.
Assuming that there are s ` 1 resonant steps, associated with integers
vectors
nm0 , ..., nms “ nj10 “ ` P Zd, 0 ă |nmi | ď Nmi , i “ 0, 1, ..., s,
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in view of (5.14), we have
| deg B˜| “ |nm0 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` nms´1 | ď 2
1
18τ
0 |`|.
thus we have |`` deg B˜| ď 2|`|, then
}ρpα,A0ef0q ´ x`, αy ´ xdeg B˜, αy}R{Z ě κ|`` deg B˜|τ ě
κ
2τ |`|τ .
By the definition of ` and (5.11), one has
|`| ď 2| ln j10´1|
hj10´1 ´ hj10
ď | lnκ|
4
h´ h˜ .
Thus we have finished the whole proof. 
5.2. Global to local reduction. Proposition 5.1 deals with reducibility of
cocycles close to constant. If d “ 1, one can indeed deal with all subcritical
cocycles, with the help of Avila’s solution of Almost Reducibility Conjecture
[7, 8].
Lemma 5.1. Let α P DC1, V P CωpT,Rq with ΣV,α “ ΣsubV,α. There exist
h1 “ h1pα, V q ą 0 such that for any η ą 0, E P ΣV,α, there exist ΦE P
CωpT, PSLp2,Rqq with |ΦE |h1 ă ΓpV, α, ηq such that
(5.15) ΦEpθ ` αq´1SVE pθqΦEpθq “ RφpEqefEpθq,
with }fE}h1 ă η.
Proof. The crucial fact in this proposition is that we can choose h1 to be
independent of E and η, and choose η to be independent of E. The ideas of
the proof are essentially contained in Proposition 5.1 and Proposition 5.2 of
[53], we include the proof here for completeness.
For any E P ΣsubV,α, the cocycle pα, SVE q is subcritical, hence almost re-
ducible by Theorem 2.1, thus there exists h0 “ h0pE, V, αq ą 0, such that
for any η ą 0, there are ΦE P Cωh0pT,PSLp2,Rqq, FE P Cωh0pT, glp2,Rqq and
φpEq P T such that
ΦEp¨ ` αq´1SVE p¨qΦEp¨q “ RφpEq ` FEp¨q,
with }FE}h0 ă η{2 and }ΦE}h0 ă Γ˜ for some Γ˜ “ ΓpV, α, η, Eq ą 0. As a
consequence, for any E1 P R, one has››ΦEp¨ ` αq´1SVE1p¨qΦEp¨q ´RφpEq››h0 ă η2 ` |E ´ E1| }ΦE}2h0 .
It follows that with the same ΦE , we have
}ΦEpθ ` αq´1SVE1pθqΦEpθq ´RφpEq}h0 ă η
for any energy E1 in a neighborhood UpEq of E. Since ΣV,α is compact,
by compactness argument, we can select h0pE, V, αq, ΓpV, α, η, Eq ą 0 to be
independent of the energy E. 
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Note that for general subcritical Schro¨dinger cocycles, one can only obtain
the existence of h1, however for almost Mathieu cocycles, one can give a good
control of h1. This is the main reason why we can give sharp exponential
decay rate in expectation for almost Mathieu operators.
Lemma 5.2 ([53]). Let α P DC1, λ ą 1. For any ε ą 0, η ą 0, if E P
Σλ´1,α, there exist ΦE P CωpT, PSLp2,Rqq with |ΦE | 1
2pi
lnλ´ε ă Γ for some
Γ “ Γpλ, α, η, εq ą 0 such that
(5.16) ΦEpθ ` αq´1S2λ´1 cosE pθqΦEpθq “ RφpEqefEpθq,
with }fE} 1
2pi
lnλ´ε ă η.
6. More precise estimates on good eigenfunctions
In this section, we give more precise estimates on pγ, `, C,C|l|q by the
quantitative almost reducibility estimates given in section 5.
Proposition 6.1. Let α P DC1, V P CωpT,Rq with Σλ´1V,α “ Σsubλ´1V,α.
Then for any ε ą 0, there exist h1 “ h1pV, αq, C4 “ C4pV, α, εq with the
following properties: if ρpEpωqq “ ω P DCαpκ, τq, then associated with the
eigenvalue λEpωq, the long range operator LV,λ,α,ω has a
p2piph1 ´ ε
96
q, `, C4| lnκ|4τκ´ ε10h1 ,mint1, C4|`|
τe´2pi|`|ph1´ ε96 q
κ
uq
-good eigenfunction for some |`| ď C4| lnκ|4.
Proof. Since h1pα, V q in Lemma 5.1 is fixed, and it is independent of η, then
one can always take η small enough such that
η ď ˚pκ1, τ, h1, h1 ´ ε{96, dq,
where ˚pA0, κ1, τ, h, h˜, dq is the constant defined in Proposition 5.1. Note
that by Remark 5.1, the constant ˚ given by Proposition 5.1 can be taken
uniformly with respect to Rφ P SOp2,Rq. By Lemma 5.1, there exists
ΦEpωq P Cωh1pT, PSLp2,Rqq such that
Φ´1Epωqpθ ` αqSλ
´1V
Epωq pθqΦEpωqpθq “ RφpEpωqqefEpωqpθq.
By footnote 5 of [7], |deg ΦEpωq| ď C| ln Γ| :“ Γ1 for some constant C “
CpV, αq ą 0. Since ρpEpωqq “ ω P DCαpκ, τq, by similar argument as in
(5.9), one has
ρpα,Φ´1Epωqpθ ` αqSλ
´1V
Epωq pθqΦEpωqpθqq P DCαp
κ
Γτ1
, τq.
By our selection, }fEpωq}h1 ď η ď ˚pκ1, τ, h1, h1 ´ ε{96, dq, then we
can apply Proposition 5.1, and obtain B P Cωh1´ ε96 pT, PSLp2,Rqq and A P
SLp2,Rq, such that
Bpθ ` αq´1RφpEpωqqefEpωqpθqBpθq “ A “M´1exp
ˆ
it ν
ν¯ ´it
˙
M,
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Moreover, Bpθq can be written as Bpθq “ B˜pθqR x`,θy
2
eY pθq with the following
estimates
}Y }h1´ ε96 ď e´2pi|`|ph1´
ε
96
q, |ν| ď 2e´2pi|`|ph1´ ε96 q,
}B˜}h1´ ε96 ă | lnκΓ´τ1 |τ pκΓ´τ1 q
´ ε
40h1 ,
|`| ď 96| lnκΓ1|
4
ε
ď C4pV, α, εq| lnκ|4,
(6.1) }2ρpα,RφpEpωqqefEpωqq ´ x`, αy ´ xdeg B˜, αy}R{Z ě κ2τΓτ1 |`|τ
.
Let B2pθq “ B1pθqR x`,θy
2
eY pθq “ ΦEpωqpθqB˜pθqR x`,θy
2
eY pθq, then
B2pθ ` αq´1Sλ´1VEpωq pθqB2pθq “ A “M´1exp
ˆ
it ν
ν¯ ´it
˙
M,
with estimate
}B1}4h1´ ε96 “ }ΦEpωqB˜}
4
h1´ ε96
ď Γ4| lnκΓ´τ1 |4τ pκΓ´τ1 q´
ε
10h1 ď C4pV, α, εq| lnκ|4τκ´
ε
10h1 .
Moreover, (6.1) can be written as
}2ρpEpωqq ´ x`, αy ´ xdegB1, αy}R{Z ě κ2τΓτ1 |`|τ
,
and consequently
}Y }h1´ 96 `
2|ν|
}2ρpEpωqq ´ xk, αy ´ xdegB1, αy}R{Z
ď e´2pi|`|ph1´ ε96 q ` 2
2`τΓτ1 |`|τe´2pi|`|ph1´
ε
96
q
κ
ď C4pV, α, εq|`|
τe´2pi|`|ph1´ ε96 q
κ
.
By Proposition 4.1, the long range operator LV,λ,α,ω has a
p2piph1 ´ ε
96
q, `, C4| lnκ|4τκ´ ε10h1 ,mint1, C4|`|
τe´2pi|`|ph1´ ε96 q
κ
uq
-good eigenfunction for some |`| ď C4| lnκ|4. 
Proposition 6.2. Let α P DC1, λ ą 1. Then for any ε ą 0, there exists
C5 “ C5pλ, α, εq with the following properties: if ρpEpωqq “ ω P DCαpκ, τq,
then associated with the eigenvalue λEpωq, the almost Mathieu operator
Hλ,α,ω has a
p2piph1 ´ ε
96
q, `, C5| lnκ|4τκ´ ε10h1 ,mint1, C5|`|
τe´2pi|`|ph1´ ε96 q
κ
uq
-good eigenfunction for some |`| ď C5| lnκ|4 with h1 “ 12pi lnλ´ ε.
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Proof. The proof is exactly the same as Proposition 6.1. One only need
to replace Lemma 5.1 by Lemma 5.2. Notice that by Lemma 5.2, one can
actually take h1 “ 12pi lnλ´ ε, the rest proofs are exactly the same, we omit
the details. 
Proposition 6.3. Let α P DCd, V P Cωh pT,Rq. Then for any ε ą 0, there
exist λ0pα, V, d, εq, C6 “ C6pV, α, εq with the following properties: if λ ą λ0,
ρpEpωqq “ ω P DCαpκ, τq, then associated with the eigenvalue λEpωq, the
quasi-periodic long-range operator LV,λ,α,ω has a
p2piph´ ε
96
q, `, C6| lnκ|4τκ´ ε10h ,mint1, C6|`|
τe´2pi|`|ph´ ε96 q
κ
uq
-good eigenfunction for some |`| ď C6| lnκ|4.
Proof. In this case, one in fact don’t need to take the global to local reduction
procedure (Lemma 5.1), or one can say ΦE “ id in this case, thus one can
take h1 “ h, and the rest of the proof follows exactly the same as the proof
of Proposition 6.1. 
7. Proof of main results
We give the proof of Theorem 1.3 in detail. The proof of Theorem 1.1
and 1.2 are almost the same. Before proving Theorem 1.3, we first prove
the following more general result.
Theorem 7.1. Let α P DC1, V P CωpT,Rq with Σλ´1V,α “ Σsubλ´1V,α. Then
LV,λ,α,θ has EDL with exponential decay rate in expectation γpLq ě 2pih1,
where h1 is defined in Proposition 6.1.
Proof. First we verify that pLV,λ,α,θqθPT forms an ergodic family, since Snθ “
θ`nα is ergodic. Now we fix γ “ 2piph1´ ε2q, for i ě 0, we define the sequence
ci “ 10´i, Θci “ tφ|φ P DCαpci, τqu.
For any θ P YiΘci X r0, 12 s, there exists exactly one E such that ρpEq “ θ,
since it is well-known that ρ is nonincreasing and can be constant only on
intervals contained in RzΣ on which the rotation number must be rationally
dependent with respect to α [39, 49]. Let us denote this inverse function by
Epθq, initially defined on YiΘciXr0, 12 s, extend it evenly onto YiΘciXr´12 , 0q,
and then 1-periodically onto YiΘci .
Now we define the sequence
ni “ C4| log ci|4,
Ci “ C4| ln ci|4τ c
´ ε
10h1
i ,
Ci,m “ mint1, C4m
τe´2pimph1´ ε96 q
ci
u.
For any θ P Θci , by Proposition 6.1, we obtain that the long range operator
LV,λ,α,θ has an eigenfunction upθq which is pγ, `, Ci, Ci,|`|q-good for some
|`| ď ni.
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Note by our construction of Epθq, for any θ P YiΘci , EpSmθq ‰ EpSnθq
for m ‰ n, thus T´mupSmθq, T´nupSnθq are orthonormal for m ‰ n. Hence
pLV,λ,α,θqθPT is an ergodic covariant family and assumption (1) in Theorem
1.4 is verified.
By Remark 1.5, pLV,λ,α,θqθPT display AL for a.e. θ. Since EpSmθq ‰
EpSnθq for m ‰ n, we furthermore obtain that the point spectrum is sim-
ple. Since Epθq is measurable, thus upθq can be chosen to be a measurable
function. One can consult [43] for more details about this fact. This means
assumption (2) in Theorem 1.4 is satisfied.
Now we verify the assumption p3q in Theorem 1.4. Note that there exists
Cpεq such that mτ ă e2pimε{96 for m ą Cpεq. Thus if we let C˜4 “ C4Cpεqτ ,
then
C4m
τe´2pimph1´
ε
96
q ď C˜4e´2pimph1´ ε48 q,
hence we have
sup
m
Ci,me
γm ď sup
mď | ln ci{C˜4|
2piph1´ε{48q
Ci,me
γm ` sup
mě | ln ci{C˜4|
2piph1´ε{48q
Ci,me
γm
ď sup
mď | ln ci{C˜4|
2piph1´ε{48q
eγm ` sup
mě | ln ci{C˜4|
2piph1´ε{48q
C˜4e
´2pimph1´ ε48 q
ci
eγm
ď p C˜4
ci
q1´ 2ε5h1 ` p C˜4
ci
q1´ 2ε5h1 “ 2p C˜4
ci
q1´ 2ε5h1 .
It follows that
8ÿ
i“0
C2i p1` sup
mďni
Ci,me
mγqci´1 ď
8ÿ
i“0
C2i p1` 2p C˜4ci q
1´ 2ε
5h1 qci´1
ď
8ÿ
i“0
10C24 | ln ci|8τ c
´ ε
5h1
i ci ` 20
8ÿ
i“0
C24 | ln ci|8τ c
´ ε
5h1
i p
C˜4
ci
q1´ 2ε5h1 ci
ď
8ÿ
i“0
10C24 | ln ci|8τ c
1´ ε
5h1
i ` 20
8ÿ
i“0
C˜4C
2
4 | ln ci|8τ c
ε
5h1
i ă 8.
Thus by Theorem 1.4, one obtain that γpHq ě 2piph1 ´ ε2q.
We remark that Propostion 6.1 holds for any fixed ε ą 0, since one can
always make a global to local reduction by Lemma 5.1 no matter how small
ε is, and then use the local estimates in Proposition 5.1. By the definition
of exponential decay rate in expectation, one therefore obtain γpHq ě 2pih1.

Corollary 7.1. If α P DC1, V P CωpT,Rq. Then for any ε ą 0, there exists
λ0pV, εq, such that if λ ą λ0, LV,λ,α,θ has EDL.
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Proof. By Theorem 3.5 in [10], there exists λ0pV, εq, such that pα.Sλ´1VE q is
subcritical if λ ą λ0. One can also prove this by upper semi-continuity of
the acceleration [6]. Then the result follows from Theorem 7.1 directly. 
Proof of Theorem 1.3. Replace Proposition 6.1 by Proposition 6.2, using
same argument as in Theorem 7.1, one can prove that for α P DC1, λ ą 1,
thenHλ,α,θ has EDL with exponential decay rate in expectation γpHq ě lnλ.
Thus we only need to prove γpHq ď lnλ. We prove it by contradiction.
Suppose that there exists ε0 ą 0 and N0pε0q such that for n ą N0, we have
(7.1)
ż
Ω
sup
tPR
|xδn, e´itHωδ0y|dω ď e´plnλ`ε0q|n|.
Let
Qpωq “
ÿ
nąN0
eplnλ`ε0{2q|n| sup
tPR
|xδn, e´itHωδ0y|.
Then (7.1) implies that ż
Qpωqdω ă 8.
It follows that Qpωq ă 8 for a.e. ω,
sup
tPR
|xδn, e´itHωδ0y| ď Cωe´plnλ`
ε0
2
q|n|,
provide n ą N0.
This implies that that Hω has AL for a.e. ω P Ω˜, i.e. there exist
tukpn, ωqukPZ which forms an orthonormal basis of `2pZdq. Thus for n ą N0,
|ukpn, ωqukp0, ωq| ď Cωe´plnλ`
ε0
2
q|n|.
Since
ř
k |ukp0, ωq|2 “ 1, there exists k0 such that uk0p0, ωq ‰ 0, thus for
n ą N0, we have
(7.2) |uk0pn, ωq| ď Cω|uk0p0, ωq|
e´plnλ`
ε0
2
q|n|.
This implies that
lim inf
nÑ8 ´
lnp|uk0pn, ωq|2 ` |uk0pn` 1, ωq|2q
2|n| ě lnλ`
ε0
2
.
Note that for AMO, it is proved in [42] that
lim
nÑ8´
lnp|uk0pn, ωq|2 ` |uk0pn` 1, ωq|2q
2|n| “ lnλ.
This is a contradiction. 
Proof of Theorem 1.1. Replace Proposition 6.1 by Proposition 6.3, us-
ing similar argument as in Theorem 7.1, one can prove that LV,λ,α,θ has
EDL with γpLq ě 2piph´ εq. We remark that in this case we cann’t obtain
γpLq ě 2pih and the largeness of λ will depend on ε, since there is no global
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almost reducibility result as in Lemma 5.1. 
Proof of Theorem 1.2. The proof is similar to that of Theorem 1.1. Note
that tLλ,α,θuθPT is the duality of the following Schro¨dinger operator on `2pZq:
(7.3) pHλ´1V,α,θuqn “ un`1 ` un´1 ` 2λ´1
dÿ
i“1
cos 2pipθi ` nαiqun,
where θ “ pθ1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , θdq P Td, α “ pα1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , αdq P Td.
One can directly see that |2λ´1
dř
i“1
cos 2pipθi ` nαiq|h “ λ´1e2pih, thus let
h “ 12pi p1´ ε2q lnλ, h˜ “ 12pi p1´ 3ε4 q lnλ and λ0 sufficiently large such that
(7.4) |2λ´10
dÿ
i“1
cos 2pipθi ` nαiq|h “ λ´
ε
2
0 ď
D0
}AE}C0 p
ε
4pi
qC0τ ,
where C0, D0 are the constants defined in Proposition 8.1 andAE “
ˆ
E ´1
1 0
˙
.
}AE} is uniformly bounded for E in the spectrum, thus λ0 only depends on
α, d, ε.
Note that (7.4) implies that Proposition 5.1 holds for the associated
Schro¨dinger cocycle of the operator (7.3) provided λ ą λ0. Then we use
Propostion 6.3 and similar argument as in Theorem 7.1 to prove that Lλ,α,θ
has EDL with γpLq ě 2piph˜´ ε96q ě p1´ εq lnλ. 
8. Appendix
The following quantitative almost reducibility result is the basis of our
proof. The result first appeared in [53], which is refined version of [40, 22].
Proposition 8.1. Let α P DCpκ1, τq, σ ą 0. Suppose that A P SLp2,Rq,
f P Cωh pTd, slp2,Rqq. Then for any h` ă h, there exists numerical constant
C0, and constant D0 “ D0pκ1, τ, dq such that if
}f}h ď  ď D0}A}C0 pmint1,
1
h
uph´ h`qqC0τ ,(8.1)
then there exists B P Cωh`p2Td, SLp2,Rqq, A` P SLp2,Rq and f` P Cωh`pTd, slp2,
Rqq such that
B´1pθ ` αqAefpθqBpθq “ A`ef`pθq.
More precisely, let specpAq “ te2piiξ, e´2piiξu, N “ 2h´h` | ln |, then we can
distinguish two cases:
‚ (Non-resonant case) if for any n P Zd with 0 ă |n| ď N , we have
}2ξ´ ă n, α ą }R{Z ě  115 ,
then
}B ´ id}h` ď 
1
2 , }f`}h` ď 2.
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Moreover, }A` ´A} ă 2.
‚ (Resonant case) if there exists n˚ with 0 ă |n˚| ď N such that
}2ξ´ ă n˚, α ą }R{Z ă  115 ,
then Bpθq “ B1Rxn˚,θy with estimates
}B}h` ď | ln |τ ´
h`
h´h` , }B1}h` ď | ln |τ , }f`}h` ă e´h`
´ 118τ .
Moreover, degB “ n˚, the constant A` can be written as
A` “M´1exp
ˆ
it` ν`
ν¯` ´it`
˙
M
with estimates |ν`| ď e´2pi|n˚|h, |t`| ď  116 .
Remark 8.1. Note that if h ă 1, Proposition 8.1 was proved in [22, 53]. If
h ą 1, to ensure the inequality in the top of page 17 in [53]
|P |h` ď pd´ 1q!pN2 ` 1h´ h` q
d ¨ ˜e´2piph´h`qN2 ď e´h`´
1
16τ
where N2 “ 2´ 1τ γ 1τ ´ 115τ ´N holds, one needs to replace
 ă D0}A}C0 ph´ h`q
C0τ
by
 ă D0}A}C0 p
h´ h`
h
qC0τ .
The rest estimates are the same as in [22, 53].
Theorem 8.1. Let α P DCdpκ1, τq, h ą h˜ ą 0, τ ą d ´ 1, κ1 ą 0, κ ą 0,
R P SLp2,Rq. Let A P Cωh pTd, SLp2,Rqq with rotf pα,Apθqq P DCαpκ, τq,
where
DCαpκ, τq “ tφ P Rd|}2φ´mα}R{Z ě κp|m| ` 1qτ u
Then there exist numerical constant C0, constant D0 “ D0pκ1, τ, dq,  “
pτ, κ1, κ, h, h˜, d, Rq, such that if
}Apθq ´R}h ď  ď D0κ
4
}A}C0 mint1,
1
h
uph´ h˜qC0τ ,
then there exist B P Cω
h˜
pTd, SLp2,Rqq, A˜ P SLp2,Rq such that
Bpθ ` αqApθqBpθq´1 “ A˜,
with estimates }B ´ id}h˜ ď }Apθq ´R}
1
2
h , }A˜´R} ď }Apθq ´R}h .
This result was essentially proved by Dinaburg-Sinai [28]. Here we sketch
the proof since we need a bit more concrete estimates.
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Proof. Assume that 0 is small enough such that
(8.2) }Apθq ´A}h0 ď 0 :“ D0κ
4
}A}C0 mint1,
1
h
uph´ h˜qC0τ ,
we can write Apθq “ Aefpθq with }fpθq}h ď 0.
We prove by induction. Take 0, h and h˜ as above. Assume that we are at
the pj ` 1qth KAM step, where we have Aj P SLp2,Rq with two eigenvalues
e˘iξj and fj P Bhj satisfying }fj}hj ď j for some j ď 2j0 , then we define
hj ´ hj`1 “ h´ h˜
4j`1 , Nj “
2| ln j |
hj ´ hj`1 .
By p8.2q, it is easy to check that
j ď D0κ
4
}A}C0 mint1,
1
hj
uphj ´ hj`1qC0τ .
Thus for any n P Zd with 0 ă |n| ă Nj , we have
}ξj ´ xn, αy}R{Z ě ´|ξj ´ rotf pα,Aj ` Fjq| ` }rotf pα,Aj ` Fjq ´ xn, αy}R{Z
ě κp|n| ` 1qτ ´ j ě
κ
p|Nj | ` 1qτ ´ j ě 
1
2
j .
Let  “ j , h “ hj , h` “ hj`1 and A “ Aj , then, by Proposition 8.1, we
can construct
Bj P Cωhj`1p2Td, SLp2,Rqq, Aj`1 P SLp2,Rq, fj`1 P Bhj`1 ,
such that
Bjpθ ` αqAjefjpθqBjpθq´1 “ Aj`1efj`1pθq.
with
}Aj`1 ´Aj} ď 
1
2
j , }Bj ´ id}hj`1 ď 2
1
2
j , }fj`1}hj`1 ď j`1 “ 2j .
Let Bpθq “śj Bjpθq, then B P Cωh˜ pTd, SLp2,Rqq, and
Bpθ ` αqApθqBpθq´1 “ A˜,
with estimates }B ´ id}h˜ ď }Apθq ´A}
1
2
h . 
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